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~ 1. Introduction. 

Let Vn be the n-dimensional Riemannian space, and Ri;kl be the curvature ten

sor. V n is recurrent if 

(1. 1) RijkI, ,,=UrRijkI 

where the index of the comma indicates the covariant derivative with respect to 

the metric gi; and 까 is a gradient. 

However if it satisfies 

(1. 2) Rii. r=UrRii’ (Rij=R\jk)' 

V n is a Ricci-recurrent. In this case 까=0， i.e. Rψkl， r=O respectively Rij, r =0, 

V n is a symmetric and Ricci-symmetric Riemannian space respectively. 

Contracting (1. 2) by g'J we see that for a recurrent and Ricci-recurrent 

Riemannian space the relation 

(1. 3) R , r=UrR 

is sa tisfied. 

Mileva Prvanovitch [3] have studied projective and conformal transformations 
in recurrent and Ricci-recurrent Riemannian spaces. Y.Ishii [1] introduces the 
conharmonic transformation in a Riemannian space, and the auther have studied 
relations between subgroups of a conformal transformation group. 

The present auther wishes to study the conharmonic transformations in 
recurrent and Ricci-recurrent Riemannian spaces. 

~ 2. Conharmonic trantformation. 

We consider a conformal transformation 

(2. 1) ￡·j=e20혹j 

of the fundamental tensor gij’ were 0' is a scalar function. It is well known that. 

for a conformal transformation, we have 
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(2 .2) 센={셉+g，휩+g，웹-g， tgtj 

and 

(2. 3) R싱k =RAijk+ gij야-gik상+σij었-O"ik썩. 

where 

(2. 4) 

Let A be a harmonic function which is defined by 

(2. 5) gtlA ij=0 

in an n-dimensional (n>2) Riemannian space Vn’ 
where • t denote covariant 

differentiation with respect to the metric tensor gij A harmonic function 

not in general transform into a harmonic function by a conformal 

does 
transfor-

mation. A conformal transformation is said to be conharmonic one if there exist 

a conformal transformation such as a harmonic function IS transformed into a 
harmonic function. EvidentIy these transformations form a subgroup of the 

conformal transformation group. As is weel-known. the conformal transformation 

(2. 1) to be conharmonic is that there exist a scalar function such that 

(2. 6) 

Contracting (2. 3) 

(2. η 

By means of 

(2. 8) 

얘=g싹=gPρ+÷(%-2)6，ρ，’ =0. 

with respect to the indices h and k. 

Ri1 =Ril+ (%-2)Uij· 

-’) __ -2U _') g ‘ =e ‘ g- • 

the scalar curvature is given by 

(2. 9) R=e-2UR. 

From (2. 1) and (2.9). we obtain an invariant relation 

(2.10) arijjF =gijR. 

we have 

We have seen that (2.10) is the necessary and sufficient condition in order that 

the conformal transformation (2. 1) be conharmonic. 

From (2. 6). 

(2. 11) 

we find 

gt1g，치=u%= 2二강」g gP르O. 2 V.P (n르2). 

In a compact Riemannian space with positive definite metric. making use of the 
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theorem of Hopf-Bochner [6] we have 

(2. 12) l1 =const. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 1. 1 n a compact Riemaηyzigyz sφace with þositive defi쩌te metric, the 
conharmonic transformαtion is a homothetic. 

Next, we shall deduce some identities which are useful in the later sections. 

Solving (2.7) for I1jj and analogous expressions l1ik, I1Z and 11; being substi. 

tuted to (2.3) , then we obtain 

(2.13) 

where 

(2.14) 

Ch =Ck. ijk- V ijk' 

안·jk=Rht·jk + l 
n-2 (염Rt「aZR” + gikR?-gijRZ) , 

which is invariant under a conharmonic transformation. Contracting (2.14) 

with respect to the indices h and k, we obtain 

(2.15) Cij=갚n gjjR, 

which is aIso invariant under a conharmonic ttansformation. 
The conformal curvature tensor of Weyl may be expressed by 

(2. 16) 뤘=c싫-쓸r(δ원-0짧)， 

~ 3. Recurrent Riernannian spaces. 

In this section, we shall obtain a necessary and sufficient codition that a 
recurrent Riemannian space be transformed into a recurrent Riemannian space 
by the conharmonic transformation. 

If the spaces V n and γn are recurrent Riemannian spaces, then from the de

finition , we get 

(3. 1) C꺼ijk， /=v/양ijk， 

(3. 2) Eh. =pCh jjk//- C//,", ijk, 

where /1 denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the metric tensor 흥ij 

in Vn• 

Differentiating (2.11) covariantly and taking account of (3.1) and (3.2) , we 
have 
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(3. 3) C잉k깐=Chijk까-2C갯바(11+ CO ijkσa해-C잉'jkqhKal-Ch1jk(1， 

-c"j샤따-c"jjl따+ (C%j빠I+C꺼takgjI+C꾀agkl)~' 

On the other hand, dieferentiating (2. g) covariantly, we get 

(3. 4) R /1=e- 2U (R. (- 2R(1I)' 

ln a recurrent Riemannian space, (1. 3) hold good, hence we get 

(3. 5) V1=V1- 20"1' 

Thus, (3.3) can be written 

(3. 6) Cajjkσa야 - caijkghgaI-Chlj따1-ch싸1-chijl따 

+(C싱kgi/ +Chjakgjl+C하agkl) (1a=O. 

Contracting for h and 1, we find 

(3. η (n- I)Cjajkσa- (Ca째+Cjjak+Ck치a)ga+ C,k6j-CijUK= o ’ 
where 

(3. 8) Ciajk=gihChajk· 

From (2.14) and (3.8) , we find 

(3. 9) C jajk + C jiak + C kija =Ciajk + C jjka + Cikaj=O. 

Thus, (3.7) can be written 

(3.10) C짧=쉰r(Cij따-Cië). 
Transvecting this equation with 0"' and taking account of (2.15) , we get 

(3.11) ca,jkUaO·t;=0 . 

Multiplying (3.6) by O"h and using of (3.10) and (3.11) , we get 
h 1 ~，..， s-h /"\ ",,1. 

(3.12) [Cijk-강~1 (CilZ-Cjkδj)] O"a~=O , 

which is equivalent to 

(3.13) W7ktjkσaga = 0, 

and this means that either σ~=O， 1. e. the transformatiom under consideration 

is homothetic, or Whjjk=O for n>2. 

Conversely, if O"a=O, then from (2.2) and (2.3) , we have 
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(3.14) {젠={암}. 

(3. 15) Rhijk=Rhijk' 

Differentiating (3.15) covariantly and taking account of (3.14) and (3.15). 

we get 

(3.16) Rh"~ I1=~; ijk// -H ijk. /’ 

If V n is a recurrent Riemannian space. then from (1. 1). we get 

(3.17) RAijk/l=Rtjk， l=Rhij찌=RktjkUI， 

which shows that V n is a also recurrent Riemannian space. 

Next. we suppose that the space V n be a conformal Euclidean. i. e. W h
jjk =0 . 

Since the conformal curvature tensor is invariant under a conformal trans" 

formation. we find that W\jk=O. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 2. A necessaγ"Y and suffz"cz"ent condz"tz"on that a recurrent R z"emann z"an 

space be trαzsformed into a recurrent Riemanniaη space by a conharmonic tγαns

formation is that either the space is a conformal Euclidean or the transformation is 

a homothe#c. 

Next. in a compact Riemannian space; the homothetic transformation is 

always an isometric. Thus we have 

THEOREM 3. A necessay aηd suf ficient coηdition that the compact recurrent 

Riemannian space be transformed into a compact recurrent one by a conharmonic 

transformatioη is that the transformation is an z"some#c. 

Now. differentiating (3.5) covariantly. we get 

PI/m=νIl m-2gl, m-ν와l-Ulgm + glmgaν'a +2(2(J/따t - g/m (J a(Ja). 

Transvecting this equation with 호1m and using of (2. 6). we get 

(3.18) v~=e-2t7 [v감 + (n- 2) (v Þ(JÞ -(J Þ(JÞ)] • 

From (3. 5). we obtain 

(3.19) vþvÞ=e-2σ (VÞνÞ - 4v Þ(JÞ + 4(J Þ(JÞ). 

ln a recurrent Riemannian space. if we put 

(3.20) 깜=쐐쁨갑힘· 

i 
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then, from (3.18) and (3.19) , we find 

(3.21) P _ n-2(! •• P 
η"Þ = e-.-V" þ' 

Transvecting this equation with gjj. we have 

(3.22) 

Thus we have 

Þ _,. ..Þ aTijP p=gtj1! p. 

THEOREM 4. 1 n a recurrent Riemannian space, gjjVÞ Þ is invariant under a con

harmonic transforηzatz"on. 

~ 4. Ricci-recurrent Riemannian spaces. 

Let V n be a Ricci-recurrent Riemannian space, that is, 

(4. 1) R.n 1==VrRn ij, l-V/.&Lij’ 

where Rij is a Ricci tensor and ν/ is a gradiant. 

We suppose that V n be transformed into V n by a conharmonic transformation 
and γ be also a Ricci recurrent Riemannian space, then 

(4. 2) Rl‘j/l=PlRtj· 

Under a conharmonic transformation, The Ricci tensor Rij will be transformed 

mto 

(4. 3) R”=Rtj+ (%-2)σtj· 

Differentiating (4.3) covariantly and using of (4. 1), (4.2) and (3.6) , we have 

(4. 4) (n-2) (σij， /-(Jijν/) - (R/Pi+R i/(Jj-Rai(Jagj/-Rja(Jagi/) 

= (%-2) (gIjO, +gltgj-Uazfgjl-gjaUagil). 

Multiplying (4.4) by (J/ and summing over 1, we get 

(4. 5) ((J jj, /-(JijV/) (Jl =0. 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 5. In a Ricci-recurrent Riemannian spαce， The conharmonic transfor

mation satisfies (4. 5) 

Next, we suppose that V n be a Ricci-symmetric Riemannian space, that is, 

• 
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(4. 6) Rij, t=O , 

and, from (3.6) , we have 따=0. Hence we have 

THEOREM 6. A necessαγy and sufηrâent condi#on thαl a Ricci-symmetric space 
be transformed into a Ricâ-symmetγic space is that the conhamonic transjormation 

is a homothetico 

By the theorem of Hopf-Bochner, the homothetic transformation in a compact 

Riemannian space is always an isometric [5]. Thus. we have 

THEOREM 7. A necessary and sχ:jficient condi강on that a compact Ricâ syηzmetric 
space be transformed zOnto a compact Ricâ symηzetric space is thαt the conharmonic 
transformatio12 is an isometric. 

S 5. Einstein spaces. 

We suppose that Vn and V n be Einstien spaces with non-zero curvature scalar, 

that is, 

(5. 1) 

(5. 2) 

진=몫gjj' 

RiI:몫gij· 
From (2.10) , we have 

(50 3) R::=R,:. tJ --tJ ’ 

which shows that the Ricci tensor is preserved by a conharmonic. From (2.7) , 
we get 

(5. 4) (Jij=O (12)2). 

Thus we have 

THEOREM 8. 112 a Einstein space with non-zero cμγνatμre scalar, the co12harmonic 

transjormation satisfies (5.4). 

Next, if, in the Einstein space with non-zero constant curvature, then we 

have 

(5. 5) R,·j,l=0, 

which shows that an Einstein space with non- zero constant curvature is a Ricci 

symmetric Riemannian space. 
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Let V n be an also Einstein space with non-zero constant .curvature, then we 

obtain 

(5. 6) Bwr=O. ijf, 

lt follows from (5.5) and (5.6) that vr=깐=0. By virture of (3.5) , we get 

(1r =0, i. e. a conharmonic transformation is a homothetic. If, in an Einstein 

space with non-zero constant curvature, the transformation is a homothetic, 
then a homothetic transformation is an isometric [5]. Thus we have 

THEOREM 9. I n an E싫stein space with non-zero constant cμrvature， a conharmonic 

transforηwtion is an isoηzetric. 

Taegu Teacher’s College. July. 1963 

Teagu, Korea. 
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